ASD SATAX CAME ALSO
could be made: the priest himself must have expected
such a wall, for else the thieves could never have
reached the treasure and carried it off that night.
But no such wall existed. All the masonry was
flawless: all the stones had been cut to measure,
and nowhere appeared between them more than a
film of cement.
At dusk on a Wednesday evening Hubert and Stiven
went forth to find out what they could.
They did not come in until dawn, but though in
those hours they covered a great deal of ground, they
had nothing at all to report, except that a tree was
down across the road of approach.
" There you are," said Palin. 44 What did the wise
man say ? Are you satisfied now ? "
" I'm still more uneasy," said Hubert, " And that's
the truth/'
So was Olivia.  I saw as much in her eyes,
I began to wonder whether there could be some
menace—some wave which we could not see, which
was all the time rising and swelling and would presently
tower above us to break with a roar of havoc about
our ears.
" Ugh/' said Andrew Palin. " You make me tired
I said they were doing nothing because there was
nothing to be done, and now, on your own confession,
you've proved the truth of my words. You've crawled
about this homestead, marked well her bulwarks and
told the towers thereof. You've crept up the postern
steps and down the road of approach. And you've
seen nothing—not even a reed shaken with the wind.
Do you suggest that they're tunnelling ? Driving a
shaft from Haydn under the ground? " He made a
short calculation. " If they moved six feet a day,
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